
Can dicing up our biodegradable trash 
help breakdown waste faster and 

reduce our landfills?
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abstract
Introduction:  I love learning about garbage, waste, and recycling.  I also know 
that people make a lot of garbage and that our landfills are slowly filling up.  I 
was interested in finding a way to reduce the amount of waste in landfills by 
seeing if dicing a vegetable would make it rot faster and lose more mass that 
keeping it whole. Hopefully, someday garbage companies can invent or invest in a 
machine that can cut up trash into small pieces BEFORE it goes into the landfill.

Problem Statement:    Can dicing a tomato cause it to rot more when placed 
outside in a sunny place? 
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Abstract  
Procedures:  It is important to make sure you have tomatoes that are the same 
weight.  Another important thing is to make sure you pick a spot that doesn’t 
have any shade.  Hopefully, the weather will stay the same every day.  Weigh your 
tomato daily (or at the end of your experiment) to see how much weight was lost.  
Make sure you weigh it at the same time every day.

Results:  I found out that a diced tomato loses 90% of its weight, compared to 
only 65% when cut into quarters.  Without cutting up the tomato at all, it will 
only lose about 8% of its weight.  

Conclusion:  Cutting up trash could help save lots of space in our world’s landfills, 
as it will decompose faster. We need to think about our planet every day, 
especially when we throw away any trash!
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QUESTION
⭐

Can dicing my organic waste 
(in this experiment, a tomato) 
cause it break down faster?
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RESEARCH
In researching about rotting vegetables, mashed.com said that, after 
harvesting, vegetables start to rot because they release carbon dioxide.  It is 
called respiration. Foodcrumbles.com states that respiration is the process 
where glucose is transformed into carbon dioxide and water using oxygen.  
Once glucose is gone, there is nothing left in the plant to keep it fresh, so it 
begins to decay. I also found out that there are 5 different ways that you 
can influence how quickly a vegetable respirates.  Temperature, oxygen 
concentration, carbon dioxide concentration, and stress in a vegetable 
affects how quickly it spoils. Just cutting into a vegetable starts the rotting 
process, called respiration.  So, eat your vegetables before they rot!
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HYPOTHESIS
If I dice my organic waste (in 
this experiment, a tomato) then 
my trash will spoil and reduce 
faster.
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MATERIALS
3 medium sized vine-grown tomatoes
2 square foot sunny area with topsoil
Black Sharpie
Steak Knife
Scale in grams
Nitrile gloves
Camera
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PROCEDURES
1. Purchase 3 medium sized tomatoes from a grocery store.
2. Weigh each tomato on a scale which uses grams.
3. Write down the grams of each tomato.
4. Cut one tomato into quarters and one into ⅛’s using a steak 

knife.
5. Find a sunny 2 square foot soil area in which to place each 

of the tomatoes 6-8 inches apart. 
6. Weigh each tomato daily at the same time to see the 

difference in grams.
7. After a week, write down each ending weight in grams.
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DATA & RESULTS
Tomato Grams Before Grams After 5 

days
% of grams left % of grams 

lost

#1 (whole) 135 g. 125 g. 93% 7%

#2 (¼ cut) 100 g. 35 g. 35% 65%

#3 (⅛ cut) 135 g. 10 g. 7 % 93%

The tomato cut into ⅛’s 
lost the most mass!
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           DATA & RESULTS
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TIME LAPSE 
(Youtube video)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6vXD1YlyII


CONCLUSION
My hypothesis was that the tomato cut into ⅛’s would produce 
lots of water when cut, so it would evaporate the most when in 
the sun. My results support my hypothesis.  The tomato cut 
into ⅛’s lots 93% of its weight in grams! If I were to do this 
experiment again, I would use more tomatoes and try and make 
sure each tomato weighed nearly the same weight. An 
interesting future study might be to see if the amount of mass 
lost in the tomato changes based on the temperature during 
the day.
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